Multiple Output Simulator and Training / Instructional Aid

The X-PANDR Box provides IED, EOD and SWAT Instructors multiple options for indicating the triggering of an explosive device.

- Multiple outputs for simulation and teaching
- Flash bang simulation capability
- Includes X-CAP Blasting Cap Transmitters
- Rechargeable battery power supply
- Can be used to trigger other simulators
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The X-PANDR Box provides the trainer or instructor with multiple outputs to indicate the triggering of a simulated explosive device: XP-360 powered blast and shockwave using compressed air or CO2, LED flash, 90dB buzzer, 12 volts DC, or normally open relay closure. A 15,000 lumen LED flash and XP-360 blast option is also available to simulate the report of a flash bang grenade. These user selectable outputs allow trainers, instructors, and operators to use the X-PANDR Box in a classroom setting as an instructional aid one moment and as a tactical effects simulator in a field training exercise the next.

Specifications

- 18" x 11" x 7" rugged case
- Uses X-CAP Blasting Cap Transmitters
- Rechargeable battery power supply

User Selectable Outputs

- XP-360 blast and shockwave (compressed air)
- XP-360 blast and 15,000 lumen flash (Flash bang simulation)
- 90dB buzzer
- LED flash
- 12 volts DC
- N/O Relay closure